The War on Truth Notes
Episode #3: - 1/13/21
Soft
Love
Forgiveness
Grace
Mercy
Kindness

Hard
Truth
Justice
Righteousness
Holiness

Episode #4: - 1/13/21
•
•

Perspective causes different views of the same thing.
We are created in the “image” of God and therefore we also express both hard and soft virtues, just
not perfectly. In fact, we gravitate toward one side. Which one are you?

Episode #5: - 1/13/21
•
•

•

•

Perfectly Just, Perfectly Righteous -> Terrifying, But Good
What were the soft virtues in the story?
o Warning
o Protected the innocent
o A fresh start given
God’s Pattern:
1. God sees evil and must enact justice.
2. He sends a prophet and gives a grace period for repentance.
3. Innocents are spared.
4. Judgement eventually falls.
5. A new beginning.
Examples:
o Noah and the Flood
o Sodom and Gomorrah
o Amalekites
o Nineveh

Episode #6: - 1/27/21 (Dismantling the Softie)
•
•
•
•

What happens when people get comfortable with the soft side of Jesus?
o Answer: The begin to mock or marginalize Him. [How many Christians have no fear of God
because they think they are somehow “safe” from Him?]
What examples of acts were given to show Jesus’s hard side?
o Answer: temple cleansing, teaching on one-way to heaven vs hell
We are living in a Grace period now, but Judgement will come.
Hard and Soft virtues are seen equally in both the NT and OT. The OT isn’t all hard and the NT isn’t all
soft.
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Episode #7: - 1/27/21 (The Cross)
•
•
•

No one can be truly be called “Good” unless they satisfy both virtue sets.
What did the Judge as for from the criminal when he took his place?
o Answer: Never break the law again. [Do you think this parable departs from the true teaching
of the cross and the Gospel? Look at John 5:14, 8:11 – “Go and sin no more”]
Satan always sends errors into the world in pairs

Episode #8: - 1/27/21 (Liberals vs Conservatives)
•
•
•
•

Liberals always side with the marginalized. (feelings lead)
Conservatives drive for facts/logic, regardless of how it might hurt. (merit leads)
Liberal – Collectivism/Big Govt
vs
Conservative – Individualism/Small Govt
Truth in Love – Love must always rally under Truth!

Episode #9: - 2/3/21 (The Left Pit)
•

What happens when you go too far to the LEFT?
o When you discard Truth, you get LIES
o When you discard Righteousness, you get IMMORALITY
§ Homosexuality
§ Fornication/Adultery
§ Hedonism – pleasure is the highest good
§ Collaborate with mental disorders
§ Truth sounds like hate speech
§ Collective bullying -> “virtue signaling”
• Culture of outrage
o Riots are a product of the far LEFT. Riots are emotion driven and they are therefore irrational in
their application.

Episode #10: - 2/3/21 (The Right Pit)
•

What happens when you go too far to the RIGHT?
o Without Grace and Love, Truth becomes Heartless
§ Ex. The Pharisees
o Knowledge (Truth) alone creates PRIDE
§ Practicers of “Truth” begin to elevate themselves on their moral self-righteousness
o Truth without Love is obnoxious and oppressive
o Wars are a product of the far RIGHT. Wars are driven by ideologies, devoid of almost all
emotional connect to the people involved in them.
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Episode #11: - 2/10/21 (The Modern Era)
•
•

•

Dark Ages – lack of availability of information
o Ability to control information created power, which lead to corruption for profit
o Poverty, disease, lies
Enlightenment was a pursuit of knowledge -> push in the opposite direction from “ignorance”
o Couldn’t have happened without printing press
o Education = Progress
o Everything is possible, all we need is the Truth
§ Lead to heartlessness
• War, slavery, environmental destruction
§ Division over what is “truth” -> period of the “isms”
§ Truth is exclusive and therefore divisionary
US had spent 93% of its existence in war by mid 1900’S

Episode #12: - 2/10/21 (The Post-Modern Era)
•
•
•
•
•
•

“The New Age” – 1967 -> began with the “Summer of Love”
Truth is whatever you want it to be, just be nice and love one another
Couldn’t have happened without television (New Age is Global)
Religion was replaced with Spirituality
Willful ignorance was the goal
Morals viewed as repressive
o Sexual immorality, drug abuse, social degradation are normalized
o That generation has taught these values to their children and what was seen at a localized level
is not socially globalized
o Single largest negative result is fatherlessness
o Censorship due to political correctness as we progress into absurdity
o Repression of individualism

War on Truth was developed in 2016…
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Episode #13: - 2/17/21 (What happens next?)1
•

2 Predictions:
o Legalization of Pedophilia is immanent
o Jesus will Return in a Left Pit era (maybe not this one, but definitely like it except worst)
§ Noah and Lot lived in Left Pit societies
§ 1 & 2 Timothy speaks this way

Episode #14: - 2/17/21 (Post-Modern Prophets)
•

Who are the prophets of this generation? -> we are, the church
o What happens to prophets who refuse to prophesy? Or, prophesy falsely? [Ezekiel – the
Watchman]
o How do we make sure we don’t fall into the same trap?
§ The church is being pulled into the Left Pit
• Ex: acceptance of homosexuality, divorce, fornication, tattooing, drinking, etc

Episode #15: - 2/17/21 (Transgenderism)
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

In 2016, there were >300 gender definitions
“Gender is outdated”
“Gender is what you feel, not what you are.”
FaceBook lists >71 gender options
Scientifically, it is impossible to change gender
o You can only mutilate the body (this is a sad state of affairs)
o It’s a mental disorder
§ World Health Organization classified as such in 1978
Gender DOES have a spectrum (there are variances within the norm and these are not an issue)
What harm does it do to let them just believe whatever they want to believe?
o The psychological issue that it stems from goes untreated and their condition will ultimately
only worsen. It’s simply unloving to allow them to suffer without trying to help.

Episode #16: - 2/24/21 (Homosexuality)2
•
•
•
•
•

1987 -> 89% had a negative attitude toward homosexuality
2012 -> 28% negative attitude
Today, viewed as progress instead of decay (Nothing new, it’s just not remembered)
o In all of history, the normalizing of homosexuality was a sign of the societies pending collapse
No one is “born gay”. It’s a CHOICE based out of emotional trama.
o Science has failed over and over in producing proof of a gay gene, or process
Homosexuality hurts:
o 50% more likely to suffer depression and drug addiction
o X2 more likely to commit suicide
o Die 20-30 years earlier than heterosexuals
o Only a 0.6% chance of having a lasting homosexual relationship
o <2% of the population, yet 61% of HIV cases
o X2 more likely to experience domestic violence
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•
•
•

§ 75% of the gay population will experience domestic violence
o There is nothing “gay” about the gay lifestyle. These are confused, hurting, and broken people.
Children of homosexuals suffer
o Book “Heather has two mommies”
§ Heather spoke of her pain – longing for a dad, yet being told he was unnecessary
Largest single factor to the acceptance of homosexuality is knowing one
o Friendship/family trumps facts and morality in the left pit
Note how easy it was to convince people incest was ok in the street experiment/interviews
o In a Left Pit culture, not is off limits

Episode #17: - 3/3/21 (Feminism)3
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Today, boys are treated as dysfunctional girls (in the schools/society largely, but also in the church)
o Ex - WMU took over RA’s
o In schools, girls behavior is the gold standard
o Men -> primarily display hard virtues, Women -> primarily display soft virtues
§ This follows the left pit culture
Is it any wonder today’s culture was born out of Woman’s Suffrage movement?
o The right to vote became the right for a woman to do what she pleases
§ Sexual revolution (bikini’s/provocative dress), occupation (abandon family care),
abortion (loss of value as a nurturer)
Today, women are free, yet only 12.8% of the women workforce engage in “manly” jobs. They simply
don’t like them.
o Men and women are made different. Neither is redundant or unimportant. Both are designed
by God to be who they are
o Same social construct (male lead society structure) exists in every society in the world
Island Reality show example
o Women would have thought to have gotten along better because they are social. Yet, without
the structure instituted by the men, they became disorganized and feuding
o Former Feminist writer – “If civilization had been left in the hands of women, we’d still be living
in grass huts.”
§ Today, high fatherlessness (>60%) -> what is the impact we are experiencing in our
society as a result? Single biggest contributor to social decline today.
Men build framework (Truth) / Women give life (Love)
o Men build houses, women make homes
§ both are needed and the order is important -> Love must always rally under Truth
o Women have always created the “social capital” in America. As women have gone into the
work force, what has been the result on the society? -> loss of community
§ Women are “relationship glue”
Teamwork vs Competition -> God’s design
o Men were not doing their jobs. The solution is to fix the men, not usurp them
§ Feminism is a direct extension of the Fall Curse
With Feminism, everyone loses.
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-----------------------------------------------------------------Episode #18: - 3/10/21 (Islam)4
Episode #19: - 3/17/21 (Politics)5
Episode #20: - 3/17/21 (Post-Modern Christianity)
Episode #21: - 3/17/21 (Conclusion)
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